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“To exult and sing out” Stevenson’s Song 
and the Song of a Divergent Scotland: 
Ronald Frame’s The Lantern Bearers











































the novel comes a quotation from Stevenson’s Songs of  Travel which is the 
epigraph to the novel and to its 31st chapter. Not only are we permitted 
to witness the composition of  The Lantern Bearers itself  during the course 
of  the novel, but we are also informed that Bone had already set some 
of  Stevenson’s poems to music and written an accompaniment to a stage 







































































Needing to grow up. Disillusionment. (Corruption, of  course.)
But the door has closed.


















































































































































The Lantern Bearers has been hailed as a turning point in Ronald Frame’s 









   5.  The Lantern Bearers was followed by Permanent Violet (2002)—a novel about an expatriate Scottish 





































   6.  There is a somewhat ironical debunking of  this assertion in the final words of  this statement 
(“Bone is turning into a cultural icon, in the rushed search to find heroes”) but his greatness is never-
theless immediately reasserted in the following sentence: “The attention is deserved” (p. 244).
   7.  See for instance Scottish Literature,  in which he is described as a “major Scottish, British and 
international writer” (p. 962), Douglas Gifford’s article in The Scostman, Douglas Dunn’s article in 







































































The history of  Scottish  literature abounds  in examples of   struggles 
between “major” and “minor” writers, between the established and the 
new, but the texts which were once viewed as a positive assertion of  this 












simply to discuss Ronald Frame’s contribution to our vision of  Scotland through The Lanter Bearers.
   11.  See for instance Andrew Crumey’s “The Public Image: Scottish Literature in the Media” and 
Kirstin Innes’s “Mark Renton’s Bairns: Identity and Language in the Post-Trainspotting Novel” in The 
Edinburgh Companion to Contemporary Scottish Literature. See also William Boyd’s article on Ronald Frame 
in Le Nouvel Obesrvateur in which he blames Trainspotting’s success for the underrating of  Frame’s novels.




























describes as “the hell of  a world of  endless repetition, of  endless endur-
ance; the hell of  a narrative without end, without purpose” (Craig, 1999, 
p. 131). Yet I would contend that one should resist the temptation to dis-




   13.  David Robinson, The Scotsman, 17 April 2010.








































































































































Carver, the Scottish Renaissance composer; a stage work based on Hogg’s The Private Memoirs and 
Confessions of  a Justified Sinner; an opera adapted from Nancy Brysson Morrisson’s The Gowk Storm. 








































when it comes to the relationship between Bone and Maitland. As for The Private Memoirs and Confes-
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